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		Summary

	
		SonarQube in Action shows developers how to use the SonarQube platform to help them continuously improve their source code. The book presents SonarQube's core Seven Axes of Quality: design/architecture, duplications, comments, unit tests, complexity, potential bugs, and coding rules. You'll find simple, easy-to-follow discussion and examples as you learn to integrate SonarQube into your development process.

	
		About the Technology

	
		SonarQube is a powerful open source tool for continuous inspection, a process that makes code quality analysis and reporting an integral part of the development lifecycle. Its unique dashboards, rule-based defect analysis, and tight build integration result in improved code quality without disruption to developer workflow. It supports many languages, including Java, C, C++, C#, PHP, and JavaScript.

	
		About the Book

	
		SonarQube in Action teaches you how to effectively use SonarQube following the continuous inspection model. This practical book systematically explores SonarQube's core Seven Axes of Quality (design, duplications, comments, unit tests, complexity, potential bugs, and coding rules). With well-chosen examples, it helps you learn to use SonarQube's review functionality and IDE integration to implement continuous inspection best practices in your own quality management process.

	
		The book's Java-based examples translate easily to other development languages. No prior experience with SonarQube or continuous delivery practice is assumed

	
		Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.

	
		What's Inside

		
			Gather meaningful quality metrics
	
			Integrate with Ant, Maven, and Jenkins
	
			Write your own plugins
	
			Master the art of continuous inspection


	
		About the Authors

	
		Ann Campbellb and Patroklos Papapetrou are experienced developers and team leaders. Both actively contribute to the SonarQube community.
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The DevOps Adoption Playbook: A Guide to Adopting DevOps in a Multi-Speed IT EnterpriseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Achieve streamlined, rapid production with enterprise-level DevOps


	Awarded DevOps 2017 Book of the Year, The DevOps Adoption Playbook provides practical, actionable, real-world guidance on implementing DevOps at enterprise scale. Author Sanjeev Sharma heads the DevOps practice for IBM; in this book, he provides unique...
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Financial Econometrics, Mathematics and Statistics: Theory, Method and ApplicationSpringer, 2019

	
		This rigorous textbook introduces graduate students to the principles of econometrics and statistics with a focus on methods and applications in financial research. Financial Econometrics, Mathematics, and Statistics introduces tools and methods important for both finance and accounting that assist with asset...
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Pro .NET 2.0 Code and Design Standards in C#Apress, 2005
This is not a book that tells you what you should or shouldn’t do! So, in the immortal words
of Douglas Adams (www.douglasadams.com): “Don’t Panic!” Yes, it is a book on standards, but
the standards are not presented as a set of rules; rather, they are presented and explained as
a catalog of standard practices...
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Maya Professional Tips and TechniquesSybex, 2007
Get More Out of Maya in Less Time
   Work better and faster in Maya with the quick-hit tips and techniques in this practical book. Designed for busy Maya users, this guide offers dozens of how-tos, workarounds, and shortcuts culled from years of experience in a fast-paced, deadline-driven production pipeline. You'll discover...
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Medical Microbiology and Infection at a GlanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This concise and popular introduction to medical microbiology and infection encapsulates the fundamental facts and principles of this rapidly growing and changing subject area. Written by experienced clinicians and teachers, it covers the basic concepts of medical microbiology, and the main human pathogens and infectious syndromes, in an...
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Freedom of Expression in Islam: Challenging Apostasy and Blasphemy LawsI. B. Tauris, 2021

	
		In Muslim countries, apostasy and blasphemy laws are defended on the grounds that they are based on Islamic Shari'a and intended to protect religion. But blasphemy and apostasy laws can be used both to suppress thought and debate and to harass religious minorities, both inside and outside Islam. This book – comprising...
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